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SHOW ORDER

ACT I

Mass Choir
Somewhere Only We Know ........................................ Keane, Arr. Ben Bram
Soloists: Forrest Holt, Ryan Nagelmann, Sara Mulford

Women’s Choir
I Am Not Yours ............................................................. David N. Childs
Caresse sur L’Ocean ........................................................ Bruno Coulais
Soloists: Kierstyn Spinelli and Hannah Kunes
When You Wish Upon A Star ................................................. Pete King

Musical Theatre
13! ........................................................................... Jason Robert Brown
Featuring: Trevor Joseph Newton

Solo
Rebel .................................................................................. Sara Mulford
Performed, Written, and Arranged by Sara Mulford

Jazz Choir
Headlock .......................................................... Kerry Marsh & Imogen Heap
Soloist: Cassidy Cooper feat. Jazz Combo
Bella’s Finals, from Pitch Perfect  ................. Ben Bram & Deke Sharon

Men’s Choir
Dulamon ................................................................. Michael McGlynn
Soloists: Forrest Holt, Ryan Nagelmann,
Tyler Hammond, & Matthew Latta

Small Group
Like Breathing ................................................. Benji Pasek & Justin Paul
Nia Coleman, Isabella Moore,
Trevor Joseph Newton, & Sarah Steiker
***Winners of the 2013 Thespian Festival Group Musical***
SHOW ORDER

Mass Choir
That Ever I Saw ............................................................ Darmon Meader
Dorven Dalai ................................................................. Yongrub

Duet
Falling Slowly .............................................................. Glen Hansard
Julene Jessel & Emily McCrite

Show Choir
Spring Awakening ....................................................... Arr. by Mac Huff
Soloists: Donna Lomax, Lucas Standridge, Sara Gilbert, Rihanna
Wicken, Katelyn McGinley, Nicolle Silverstein, Inderbir Gill,
Madison Wright/Ashley Ruiz

Intermission

ACT 2
Vocal Ensemble
Sleep ................................................................. Eric Whitacre
Twa Tanbou ............................................................... Sydney Guilaume
Horizons ................................................................. Peter Louis Van Dijk
Soloists: Betty-Jean Hanna-Baker & Jesse Galvan

Solo
Hurt ............................................................... Christina Aguilera
Cassidy Cooper

Mass Women’s Choir
Les Miserables ...................................................... Ed Lojeski
Soloists: Sara Mulford, Judy Tanner, Sarah Steiker,
Isabella Moore, Natalia Vivino, Haley Perkins,
Taylor Carbine/Ashley Ruiz, & Elizabeth Johnson
Jazz Choir
The Man Who Can’t Be Moved ............... The Script, Arr. Carrie Wade
Sunday Morning ................................... Adam Levine, Arr. Kerry Marsh
Soloist: Trevor Joseph Newton
If I Ain’t Got You ................................... Alicia Key, Arr. Ben Bram
Soloist: Nia Coleman
All Along the Watchtower ..................... Bob Dylan, Arr. Ian Brekke
Soloists: Wes Cole & Natalia Vivino

Solo
Toxic ......................................................... Britney Spears
Performed and Arranged by Eloise Kelsey

Solo
What It Means To Be a Friend ...................... Jason Robert Brown
Soloist: Natalia Vivino
*Winner of the 2013 Jerry Herman Award for Best Leading Actress*

Show Choir
The Lion King ............................................ Arr. by Nia Coleman
Soloists: Nia Colemon, Wes Cole, Inderbir Gill, Vivian Gibson, Charli Teitell, Zac Papian, Trevor Joseph Newton, Isabella Moore

Mass Choir
What a Wonderful World ........................... Arr. Mark Brymer
All former SSHS choir students please join us on the stage

* Please turn off all electronics.
* Flash photography and video taping is strictly prohibited.
* There will be a professional video of the performance available for purchase.
JAZZ CHOIR

Wes Cole %
Nia Colemon #%
Cassidy Cooper #
   Inderbir Gill
Elliott S Hong %
Eloise Kelsey #%
   Serena Lee

Combo

Evan Lindley - Bass Guitar
Tyler Hammond - Drums
   Ben Killops - Guitar

Derrick Morales-Piano
Matthew Latta- Bass

SHOW CHOIR

Julia Agusta-Kelly
   Zachary Joseph
   Pharmaceutical Krist
   Whitney Lee
   Hannah Liberman %
   Donna Lomax
   Alia Martinez
   Paul Maricio
   Katelyn Mc Ginley
   Isabella Moore #%
   Trevor J. Newton #%
   Jondra Olivia
   Zakar Papaian
   Brooke Radley
   Aryanna Ringer
   Katarina Ritter
   Amanda Rockford #%
   Ashley Ruiz #%

Nicole Silverstein
   Steven Smith
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   Lucy Standridge
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# 4 Years in Choir
% Senior Project in Vocal Music
VOCAL ENSEMBLE

Emily Becker
Taylor Carbine
Jedidiah Cedano
Andrew Cervantes
Kaylee Coe
Blake Cornest
Mayleen Cortez
Annie Darabedyan
Meghna Das
Mara Eisner
Nathan Elguea %
Tyler Erlich
Jessie Galvan
Arianna Hall %
Tyler Hammond %
Betty-Jean Hanna-Baker
Tristan Hartwell
Sierra Herbold #
Victoria Hess
Forrest Holt
Elliot S Hong %
Amanda Jackson
Elisabeth Johnson
Matthew Johnson
Benjamin Killops
Joseph Ko
Kelsey Lafrenais
Mathew Latta
Hannah Liberman %
Isaiah Lopez
Kevin Manko
Cydney Martin
Emily McCrite
Sabreen Mehdi
Isabella Moore # %
Victoria Morrow
Sara Mulford
Eleazar Munguia
Ryan Naglemann
Jeremiah Negrete
Abigail Neighbors
Trevor J. Newton # %
Ashley November

WOMENS CHOIR

Vanessa Alvarez
Ally Amezola
Nicole Backman
Hayley Blackwell
Susan Bloom
Chanelle Champell
Lauren Cohen
Kathleen Decamp
Sara Galvan #
Mariah Gomez
Emily Gonzales
Danielle Guitarrez
Kayla Hoffman
Julene Jessel
Hannah Kunez
Riley Lannom
Cassandra Lapp
Corissa Leeds
Shannon Leyba
Victoria Mc Laughlin
Makenna Mendoza
Denielle Miller

Maria Ordonez
Haley Perkins !
Eliana Plotkin
Brooke Radley
Ria Regi
Amanda Rockford # %
Christina Rodriguez-Rivas
Kiersten Spinelli
Kyle Summy
Haaris Syed
Maigan Trevino
Rebecca Vaden
James Van Houten
Nicolette Vargas
Maricio Vasquesz
Amanda Vey
Miranda Westerdoll
Keats Willis
Brandon Willson

# 4 Years in Choir
% Senior Project in Vocal Music ! Honor Choir
CLASS OF 2013
Certification and What’s Next

Natalie Bruno - Recognition - Moorpark College
Weslee Cole - High Honors - CSUN
Nia Coleman - High Honors - Pace University
Cassidy Cooper - World Traveler
Nathan Elguea - Moorpark
Vivian Gibson – Cal Lutheran University
Sara Galvan - Recognition - Moorpark College
Kayla Gonzales - Honors - Moorpark College
    Arianna Hall - Pierce College
    Tyler Hammond – CalArts
Sierra Herbold - Pierce College
Elliott S Hong - UC Santa Barbara
Eloise Kelsey - High Honors - Berklee College of Music
Ben Killops - Moorpark College
Hannah Lieberman - Cuesta College
Paul Mauricio - Moorpark College
Katelyn McGinley - Moorpark College
Shoshana Micon - Boston University
Isabella Moore - High Honors - Syracuse University
Trevor Newton - High Honors - New York University
    Ashley November – World Traveler
    Maria Ordonez - Moorpark
Zakar Papian – Moorpark College
Angella Phan - UC Irvine
Katarina Ritter - Moorpark College
Amanda Rockford - High Honors - Pierce College
Ashley Ruiz - High Honors - New York University
Zack Small - Moorpark College
Kierstyn Spinelli - Moorpark College
Sarah Steiker - High Honors - Brandeis University
Natalie Titcomb - High Honors - CSU Channel Islands
Amelia Wilber - High Honors - Pasadena City College
Haley White - Moorpark College
Nathan Wu - CSUN
A SPECIAL THANKS TO...

SSHS Administration
SSHS Faculty
SSHS Staff
Boosters
Laurie and Jim Harrison
Jason Peplinski
Samantha Piscitello

Melissa Albertson       The Hoffman Family
Ranjit Gill            The LaFrenais Family
Emma Miller, Graphic Design ROP The Leyba Family
Valerie & Chris Pappas The Manko Family
Mary Tuszynski         The Martinez Family
The Alton Family       The McLaughlin Family
The Augusta-Kelly Family
The Blackwell Family   The Moore Family
The Calloway Family    The Newton Family
The Canchola Family    The Nagelmann Family
The Carr Family        The Perkins Family
The Cole Family        The Radley Family
The Cooper Family      The Shilkoff Family
The Gonzales Family    The Steiker Family
The Harrison Family    The Swanson Family
The Hayes Family       The Valles Family
The Hess Family        The Wicken Family
All of the Parent Volunteers

A special thank you to Matthew and Ezra Abbe for all of your support.
Thank you to my mom, Judith S. Pahnke for always being there.
To the Pahnke and Abbe families, you are amazing!
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Law Offices of Andrew R. Steiker

Andy Steiker
Attorney at Law

16800 Devonshire St., Ste. 303, Granada Hills, CA. 91344-7410
Tel: 818-368-7001    Cell: 818-271-7000
Fax: 818-832-0543    asteiker@earthlink.net

Specializing in representing injured parties in personal injury matters such as auto accidents, slip and fall accidents, dog bites, etc.

Free consultation.

No fees unless there is a recovery on your behalf.

Mention this ad and 5% of all fees on your case will be given to the Santa Susana Performing Arts Boosters.
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805-955-9277
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- In-Court Trial Technicians
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- File Conversion
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www.platinumreprographics.com
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